ACCORDING TO AN AMERICAN MEDICAL WRITERS ASSOCIATION SALARY SURVEY, THE MEDIAN ANNUAL SALARY OF POLLED MEDICAL WRITERS WAS $144,500.

- AMWA.ORG, 2019

Become a sought-after communicator in the fast-growing healthcare field with Purdue’s 100% online Graduate Certificate in Medical and Healthcare Writing. Learn the skills needed for creating:

- Healthcare grants
- Pharmaceutical regulatory documents
- Scientific research reports
- Public health communications and more.

JOBS OUTLOOK
Purdue’s Graduate Certificate in Medical and Healthcare Writing will help prepare you for a career as a:

- Grant writer
- Medical and healthcare writer/editor
- Medical communication specialist, manager or director
- Scientific or technical writer/editor
- Regulatory writer
- Healthcare marketer
- Healthcare journalist

Courses start every January, April and August.

Learn more at purdue.biz/medwriting.